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Abstract
Single-molecule-localization-microscopy (SMLM) and superresolution-optical-fluctuation-imaging
(SOFI) enable imagingbiological sampleswell beyond thediffraction-limit of light. SOFI imaging is typically
faster, yet has lower resolution thanSMLM.Since the same (or similar)data format is acquired forboth
methods, their algorithmscouldpresumablybe combined synergistically for reconstruction and
improvementof overall imagingperformance. For that,wefirst definedameasureof the acquired-SNR for
eachmethod.Thismeasurewas∼x10 tox100higher for SOFI as compared toSMLM, indicating faster
recognitionandacquisitionof features by SOFI.Thismeasure also allowedfluorophore-specific
optimizationof SOFI reconstructionover its time-windowand time-lag.We show that SOFI-assisted
SMLMimaging can improve image reconstructionby rejecting commonsources of background (e.g. out-
of-focus emission andauto-fluorescence), especially under lowsignal-to-noise ratio conditions, by efficient
optical sectioning andby shortening image reconstruction time.Theperformance andutility of our
approachwas evaluatedby realistic simulations andbySOFI-assistedSMLMimagingof theplasma
membraneof activatedfixed and liveT-cells (in isolationor in conjugation toantigenpresenting cells).Our
approach enhances SMLMperformanceunderdemanding imaging conditions andcould set an example
for synergizing additional imaging techniques.

Introduction

Multiple super-resolution microscopy (SRM) techni-
ques currently enable imaging biological samples well
beyond the diffraction limit of light [1]. Such techni-
ques may vary significantly not only in their spatial
and temporal resolutions, but also in their perfor-
mance with regard to background rejection, photo-
bleaching, and potential image reconstruction
artifacts. For instance, single molecule localization
microscopy (SMLM) techniques such as Photoacti-
vated Localization Microscopy (PALM) [2] and
(direct) StochasticOptical ReconstructionMicroscopy
(dSTORM) [3, 4] can localize single molecules with
resolution down to∼10–20 nm, but require thousands
of frames for the collection of data for a single image
(e.g. [2]). In contrast, methods such as Stimulated

Emission Depletion (STED) [5], Structured Illumina-
tion Microscopy (SIM) [6] and nonlinear SIM [7]
performmeasurements on ensembles of fluorophores,
and provide spatial resolution of ∼10–100 nm [1].
Also, in contrast to SMLM, STED requires spatial
scanning, while SIM and nonlinear SIM require
scanning of spatial illumination frequencies and their
orientation.

SMLM and super-resolution optical fluctuation
imaging (SOFI) [8] typically share a wide-field imaging
configuration and use the reversible blinking of fluor-
ophores for generating a super-resolved image. Thus,
these techniques can be applied to the same data set.
However, different fluorophore densities and signal-
to-noise ratios (SNRs) are required for their respective
optimal performances [9]. Nonetheless, we argue, and
demonstrate below, that these methods could be
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combined synergistically to improve overall imaging
performance. Specifically, we focus here on merging
the techniques of either PALMor dSTORMwith SOFI
[8]. We found that image reconstruction by SOFI con-
verges much faster than by SMLM in its ability to
detect resolution-unlimited features, and that it pro-
vides information that is complementary to SMLM.
Moreover, we show that SOFI could efficiently reject
background in SMLM reconstruction. Our approach
was validated by running the SOFI-assisted SMLM
reconstruction code both on realistic simulations and
on experimental data taken on T cell activation mar-
kers at the plasma membrane of fixed and live T-cells
(in isolation or in conjugation to antigen presenting
cells). SOFI-assisted SMLM reconstruction sig-
nificantly enhances SMLM performance under
demanding imaging conditions and sets an example
for synergizing other SRM techniques.

Results

Image acquisition requires time for the collection of
information. Super resolution imaging increases the
extent of acquired information in the image and thus,
takes longer to acquire than diffraction limited imaging
techniques [10]. To compare the time-dependent image
build-up of SOFI and PALM, we dropped T-cells
expressing Dronpa-actin on activating αCD3-coated
coverslip, let them spread for 3 min and fixed them.We
then imaged the cells using PALM in total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF)mode (seeMethods in the
SI, and [11] for further details). Figure 1(A) shows the
time-dependent image build-up using either 2nd order
SOFI (top row) [12] or PALM (bottom row) image
reconstruction of the footprint of the cells. The pro-
nounced actin ring at the cell interface with the coverslip
is a hallmark of T cell activation [13, 14]. It becomes
almost immediately visible by diffraction limited micro-
scopy (frame 40), next it becomes visible via SOFI image
reconstruction (frames40–200), but takes longer to show
as a continuous feature via PALM image reconstruction
(frames400–1200).

Figure 1(B) shows the time-dependent image build-
up using either 2nd order SOFI (top row) or dSTORM
(bottom row) image reconstruction of phosphorylated
ZAP70 (pZAP70) of a fixed T cell stained with Alexa647
via immune-staining. ZAP70plays an important role inT
cell antigen receptor (TCR) signalling process and shows
pronounced sub-diffraction clusters at the plasmamem-
brane (PM) that form as a result of T cell activation [15].
The features of pZAP70 converge faster in SOFI image
reconstruction than in dSTORM reconstruction (com-
pare their corresponding images atfigure 1(B), frame 40),
but reach higher spatial resolution for dSTORM. Thus,
moregenerally, SOFI image reconstruction seemtoconv-
erge faster than SMLM imaging [9], while SMLM reaches
higher resolutionenhancement thanSOFI.

We note that the visual assessment of the build-up
time of distinct features in the images of figures 1(A),
(B) can be highly subjective. To overcome this issue
and enable a more quantitative comparison of the
temporal acquisition speed of SOFI and SMLM, we
propose below a statistical measure and discuss its
results (and limitations)when applied to the presented
images in figure 1.

The acquisition efficiency of SOFI
and SMLM

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is a commonly used figure
of merit (FOM) in image processing as a practical
measure of image quality for the detection of objects
or features on a randomly fluctuating background
[16]. A commondefinition is given by [17]:
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where sm is the average signal, Std(B) is the spatial
standard deviation of the background (B), I is the
intensity andN is the number of pixels with coordinates
(x, y) in a specific regionof interest (ROI)where the signal
is detected fromauser-defined featureof interest.

We note issues with the typical use of SNR as an
FOM. First, it is hard to separate the local background
from the signal of interest, as it exists in each pixel that
contains signal. One way to quantify the SNR utilizes
the Jackknife (delete-1) method [18]. Using this
method for the SOFI analysis (figures 1(A), (B) bottom
rows), we obtained an SNR of 6–8 that increases with
the number of acquired frames (figures S1(A), (B) is
available online at stacks.iop.org/MAF/6/045008/
mmedia). The Jackknife method cannot be applied
directly to the intensity of the detected peaks in SMLM
[19]. Still, their local SNR is readily obtained by com-
paring the total intensity of each detected peak to its
immediate background. Using this approach, we note
that the SNR of the detected peaks in our assays aver-
aged at ∼2 for both our PALM and dSTORM images
(figures S1(E), (F); related to figures 1(A), (B) top
rows). As an alternative to the Jackknife approach for
assessing the background and noise, one can define an
ROI that clearly lies outside the feature of interest and
quantify the background andnoise there (figure 2(B)).

A second problem with the typical calculation of
SNR is that it is typically derived from the fully processed
image. However, such processing often incorporates
non-linear and subjective thresholding. Such is typically
the case in SMLM [2], but not in SOFI [8]. Thus, desired
(and even erroneous) SNR values may be obtained at
will, and direct comparison of the SNR of SMLM and
wide field imaging results (e.g. SOFI or standard sum
intensity imaging) could be meaningless. For instance,
consider SMLM filtering (e.g. using intensity threshold-
ing) that eliminates all of the false detections from the
background,while leaving only a fewdetections from the
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feature of interest. Such filtering would result in an infi-
nite SNR, according to equation (1).

To minimize bias through signal thresholding and
related non-linear processing, we introduce a modified
SNR as an FOM. This FOM quantifies the SNR on the
detected signals of a feature of interest without further
processing, as explained below. It is constructed to high-
light specific differences in the acquisition process of
SOFI and SMLM and their implications on the effective
acquisition rates of these two imagingmethods.

To construct this FOM, we first separate the pro-
cess of image acquisition and processing (by an arbi-
trary method) into three steps that result in the
following reconstructions (figure 2(A)): (1)Raw inten-
sity (2) Processed signal and related background
(3) Fully processed image after non-linear threshold-
ing and filtering. We also note that both SMLM and
SOFI are calculated over a time window containing
multiple frames. Thus, we define the acquired SNR
(ASNR) as follows:

Figure 1. Information build-up of SMLMversus SOFI. (A) 2nd order SOFI (top row) and PALM (bottom row) images of a
representative fixedT-cell expressingDronpa-Actin and spread on an activatingαCD3-coated coverslip. Frame rate: 50 frames/s
(20ms exposure time). Bars: 5μm.Bottom left triangles in each image show sum intensity, diffraction limited reconstruction. (B) 2nd
order SOFI (top row) and dSTORM (bottom row) images of a representative fixedT-cell, spread on an activatingαCD3-coated
coverslip, and stained for pZAP70 (αpZAP70 primary Ab) and anAlexa647 secondary Ab. Frame rate: 50 frames/s (10ms exposure
time). Bars: 5μm.Bottom left triangles in each image show sum intensity, diffraction limited reconstruction.
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where ‘window’ represents a part of the frames on
which the data (including both signal and background)
is processed. Integration is performed here over all
pixels of the feature of interest and all frames of the
timewindow. Thus,N is the total number of pixels in a

specific ROI that contains the feature, multiplied by
the number of frames.

Figures 2(C) and (D) show the ASNR of user-
defined ROIs that include features within cells. The
cells were labelled with either Dronpa or Alexa 647

Figure 2.The acquired SNRof SMLMand SOFI. (A) Stages of acquisition and processing of SOFI and SMLM. (B)An example of ROI
selection for identified features (signal; yellow rectangle) and background (red rectangle). For illustration, ROIs are overlaid on a SOFI
image fromfigure 1(A). (C), (D)Acquired SNR (ASNR) of SOFI (2Dmanifold) and SMLM (red line) as a function of thewindow size,
and of the time-lag used for SOFI. Frame times is 20ms. ASNRwas calculated for (C)T-cells expressing TCRζ-Dronpa or (D)T cells
with Zap70 labelled byAlexa647 (D). All cells were spread and fixed onαCD3-coated coverslips. Each point in the graph is the average
ofmultiplemovingwindows of the specified size. Shown results are for representative cells wheremultiple areas of signal and
backgroundweremanually selected. The calculationwasmade using 2nd order SOFIwith different time lags as indicated in the
graphs.
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respectively. The ASNR for SOFI is shown as a 2D
manifold, as a function of the window size and the
time lag t that were used for SOFI reconstruction. The
ASNR for SMLR is shown as a function of the window
size (red line). Note that the ASNR values for SOFI and
SMLM both depend on the specific fluorophore used
(compare panels C and D in figure 2). Also note that
optimal ASNR for SOFI is achieved when using 0t =
frames for Dronpa and or2 3t = frames for Alexa
647 (at a frame time of 20msec). This holds true for
most window sizes. Thus, SOFI reconstruction and its
optimal time-lag clearly depend on the specific fluor-
ophore used for imaging. Interestingly, such a differ-
ence in the optimal time lag for SOFI reconstruction
was not detected through the Jackknife SNR statistics
(figures S1(C), (D)), and to the best or our knowledge,
has not been thoroughly considered and discussed in
SOFI-related publications before.

We next simulated fluorophores with different
photophysical properties to study their effect on the
optimal time lag for SOFI reconstruction (see SI-2.7
for further details). Specifically, we fixed the on-time
of fluorophore blinking at three different values (20,
100 and 500 ms) and considered for each on-time a
range of blinking off-times (between 10 ms and 900
ms). The simulations of each fluorophore type resul-
ted inmovies that were reconstructed using SOFI with
a time lag of either 0 or 1 (figures S2(C)–(E)). We
found that for the shortest on-time, the optimal time
lag was always 0 (figure S2(C)). However, for the
longer on-times, the optimal time lag switched from 0
to 1 at specific off-times (figures S2(D), (E)). These
results were independent on the window sizes, ranging
between 50 and 500 frames (data is shown for window
size of 350 frames). We conclude that the difference in
the optimal time lag for SOFI reconstruction of
Dronpa and Alexa647 originates from their different
photophysical properties and blinking statistics. We
next used the fluorophore-specific optimal time-lag
for SOFI reconstruction throughout this study.

The ASNR of SOFI grows monotonically with the
increase of window size in all cases. Therefore, to obtain
optimal SOFI reconstruction, one should balance the
window size with the desired temporal resolution, esp.
for live-cell imaging. We find that ASNR for SMLM is
much lower than the ASNR for SOFI and is effectively
constant for the shown range of window sizes
(figures 2(C), (D)). We obtain ASNR values of
0.31 0.01 for Dronpa and 0.35 0.01 for Alexa 647.
SOFI has about∼1–2 orders of magnitude higher ASNR
values than SMLM. Thismeans that the acquired SNRof
SOFI-reconstructed features builds-up faster than for
SMLM. Since visibility is directly related to SNR [20], this
property of SOFI reconstruction further allows the faster
build-up of (resolution-unlimited) feature visibility, rela-
tive to SMLM reconstruction. To show this faster build
up by SOFI, we calculated the ASNR for SOFI and
SMLM over time (20–1500 frames, at 20msec per
frame). Indeed, the SOFI ASNR for either Dronpa or

Alexa 647was higher than the SMLMASNR throughout
the acquisition time (figures S2(A), (B)). However, SOFI
decoded features are limited in their spatial resolution
(∼100 nm for visible light and 2nd order reconstruction
[8]) while SMLM achieves single molecule localization
datawith spatial resolutionof∼20nm [2–4].

SOFI can be used for SMLMbackground
rejection

To explore possible synergies between two imaging
techniques, it is useful to compare their results first.
An effective way for evaluating differences between
two imaging techniques is to pixel-wise compare
parameters of the reconstructed images. Particularly,
the statistical dependence of SMLM parameters (that
are characteristic of peak centroids) on 2nd order SOFI
pixel value, in which SMLM peaks are found, can be
assessed by plotting 2D scatter plots of SMLM
parameters versus SOFI pixel values (figure 3(A)). For
SMLM, such parameters included the localization
statistics of SMLM peaks (variance σ and localization
uncertainty x y,ŝ ), their intensities, and their local
background statistics. For analysis, we either used the
PALM data of T cells expressing Dronpa-actin
(figure 1(A)) or dSTORM images of T cells stained for
pZAP70 (figure 1(B)). For SOFI, each pixel value
reports on the extent of temporal correlation of
intensity fluctuations of the pixel [8]. Note that SOFI
pixel values often originate from a superposition of
fluctuating signals from multiple emitters. The same
emitters would result in multiple SMLM localizations
within that pixel or in its vicinity, but on a much finer
grid. The 2D scatter plots of figure 3 show that SOFI
values do not correlate well with any of the SMLM
localization parameters (for PALM see figures 3(A)
and (B) and for dSTORM see figures 3(C) and (D)).
The Pearson correlation values of SMLM detection
parameters and the SOFI pixel values in figure 3 are
summarized in table S1. This table shows very low
correlations (Pearson value of ∼0) for either Dronpa
or Alexa647 for the SMLM total detection intensity,
Gaussian width of the peak (s) and the localization
uncertainty .x y,s( ) Still, limited correlation (Pearson
value of 0.2–0.5) is detected for background related
parameters (offset and std) and SOFI pixel values.

The low correlation in the pixel-wise comparison of
SOFI and SMLM indicates that SOFI may contribute
information on the temporal fluctuations of emitters
that is missing in the SMLM analyses, and thus enhance
these analyses. Importantly, we find that the combined
information from SOFI and SMLM allows for efficient
isolation and classification of different emitter types in
the sample, and most importantly, the efficient separa-
tion of background from signal. For example, the green
dots in figure 3(A) highlight the cell footprint, where
Dronpa-actin can be identified, while blue dots mark
false localizations from the background, outside of the
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cell footprint. Interestingly, red dots in figures 3(A) and
(B) correspond to a subpopulation of localizations, hav-
ing high σ and high intensity and likely represent

aggregates or miss-localizations due to high density of
emitters. We further demonstrate the ability of SOFI to
distinguish aggregates in the last sectionof the results.

Figure 3. SOFI-assisted SMLM. (A) Scatter plots of various PALM localization parameters of localizations within a given pixel versus
SOFI value of the same pixel (plotted for all pixels). Localization parameters include (i) the PSFwidth (σ), (ii) the intensity (total
number of photons) of thefittedGaussian, (iii) the local background (BG), (iv) background standard-deviation (STD), and (v) the
localization uncertainty ( x y,ŝ ). Datawas analyzed from amovie (same as figure A) of a single representative cell presented in
figure 1(A).Manual classification of points was applied to two subpopulations of localizations in theAi scatter plot (intensity versus
SOFI value) (red and green dots; blue dots represent all localizations). This colouringwas next applied to all localizations in all other
scatter plots Aii−Av and for (B) the corresponding PALM image. Pearson correlation values of the data in panel A are shown in table
S1. (C) Scatter plots of various dSTORM localization parameters of localizations within a given pixel versus SOFI value of the same
pixel (plotted for all pixels). Localization parameters include (i) the PSFwidth (σ), (ii) the intensity of the fit Gaussian, (iii) the local
background (BG), (iv) background standard-deviation (STD), and (v) the localization uncertainty ( x y,ŝ ). Datawas analyzed from a
movie 50 frames/s (10ms exposure time) of a single representative T cell spread on an activatingαCD3-coated coverslip and stained
with anαpZAP70-Alexa647 antibody.Manual classification of points was applied to two subpopulations of localizations in theCi

scatter plot (intensity versus SOFI value) (red and green dots; blue dots represent all localizations). This colouring was next applied to
all localizations in all other scatter plots Cii—Cv and for (D) the corresponding dSTORM image. Pearson correlation values of the data
in panel C are shown in table S1.
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Since multiple ways to reconstruct and render
SMLM images have been proposed [21], we clarify
below our approach for SMLM reconstruction and
rendering. First, in this work we selected the SMLM
reconstruction algorithm based on its high-perfor-
mance in a published comparison of SMLM recon-
struction algorithms [21]. We also tested for this study
multiple SMLM reconstruction parameters that were
recommended for the algorithm (see SI). Second, we
occasionally rendered the SMLM images (e.g. in
figures 3(B), (D)) as scatter plots of the localized emit-
ters. This way intentionally emphasizes the abundance
of false localizations in relation to true localizations.
Note that such false localizations are often less evident
by the typically used rendering of summed Gaussians
of detected molecules (compare figures 3(B), (D) with
the corresponding images in figures 1(A), (B), at 400 or
1200 frames). Naturally, false localizations affect the
calculated SNR (and ASNR or any other quantitative
analyses) regardless of their appearance. Thus, our
quantitative analyses throughout the study are inde-
pendent of the rendering method, and are aimed to
enhance SMLM reconstruction beyond overall image
appearance, as described below.

SOFI-assisted PALMreconstruction

Experimental data often suffers from significant back-
ground (auto-fluorescence), out-of-focus back-
ground, varying concentrations of fluorophores
within the same field of view (FOV), complicated and
heterogeneous photophysical properties of fluoro-
phores, cellular dynamics (when imaging live sam-
ples), and detector and read-out noise. These factors
often complicate the localization of single fluoro-
phores, as in the case of PALM and dSTORM, andmay
affect SMLM detection fidelity [22]. As a result,
optimization of localization parameters is often
required in order to maximize the detection prob-

ability of single emitters (P def
detected flourophores

total flourophores
d

#
)

and minimize the probability of false detection

(P def
false detections

total detections
fd

#
). We argue that the temporal

correlation of a single emitter signal (encoded as a
SOFI pixel value) can assist in accepting or rejecting a
peak localization event (figure 3). To test this
approach, we developed a realistic simulator and
critically tested SOFI-assisted background rejection on
simulated data (as described below and in SI-2).

Realistic simulations forfluorescence
imaging

In SMLM imaging, it is often hard to validate the
molecular detection and localization results, as the
positions of emitters are not a-priori known. Simu-
lated data provides ground-truth information that

background rejection algorithms can be tested against.
We therefore developed a simulator for fluorescence
microscopy imaging data (available at www.github.
com/xiyuyi/RealisticSimulator_3D). The simulations
encoded realistic point spread function (PSF) based on
Gibson & Lanni’s model [23]. The simulation also
modelled TIRF or epi illumination, as well as shot
noise and a realistic pixel size tomodel detection optics
and camera. The simulator also allows for the inclu-
sion of different emitter types (emission wavelength
and photophysical properties), different density and
binding uncertainties of emitters to feature of interest,
variable sample background, out-of-focus light, sam-
ple auto-fluorescence and bleaching dynamics. All
parameters could be included and adjusted to simulate
real data sets and imaging conditions (see figure S3 and
SI-2 for further details). The simulator provides a
powerful tool to generate a dataset library covering
various experimental conditions. In turn, background
rejection algorithms can be tested against large para-
meter space and compared to the ground-truth,
allowing for their optimization and refinement. We
note that other simulations of fluorophores have been
introduced for SMLM and SOFI [9]. However, control
over some relevant parameters, such as variable back-
ground, was absent in the published simulations and
have been important for the quantitative evaluation of
our approach, as follows.

Automatic determination of the detection
threshold

Image reconstruction of SMLM images often employs
subjective thresholding to identify single emitters and
to reject the surrounding background [21] (however,
see [24]). The simulator allowed us to develop an
objective and automated thresholding algorithm, by
providing simulated movies of emitters with known
locations (ground-truth) and photophysical proper-
ties on realistic background. As a representative
dataset, we simulated single emitters that highlighted a
3D (or 2D) tubulin-like mesh and included realistic
background components (see figures 4(B), S3(A), (B)
and SI for further details on simulation parameters).
We then analysed the dataset using SMLM and SOFI
and plotted histograms of SOFI (figure 4(A)) or sum-
intensity (figure S3(A)) values of all pixels in the
images. We found a distinct sub-population of back-
ground pixels (having the lowest values) in the log-
normal histogram (figure 4(A)). This grouping of
pixels into a distinct background subpopulation was
robust to various simulated parameters, including
imaging in 3D and 2D (figure S3), and could not be
achieved by using only the sum image (compare
figures 4(A) and S5(A)). Importantly, this grouping
enables us to systematically detect the background
peak in the histogram and fit it with a Gaussian. Next,
a user-defined threshold could be placed based on
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SOFI values (see further details in SI-1.7). This thresh-
old formed a spatial mask that efficiently isolated the
fraction of ground-truth emitters (i.e. the true signal)
in the SMLM image, while allowing a predetermined
percentage of background-originated false-positive
detections, i.e. false SMLM localizations, to ‘leak’
through themask (compare panels B andC infigure 4).
This fraction of false-positive detections is typically
referred to as the probability of false-alarms

(P
detected background emitters

Total background emitters
fa = ). Similarmask-

ing based on a sum-image threshold (figures S5(B) and
(C)) resulted in a wider and less efficient background
rejection as compared to SOFI-based masking. To
quantify the performance of background rejection, it
is useful to define the false alarm ratio (FAR) of the

mask, as FAR
detected background emitters

Total detected emitters
= (see

section 1.7.4 in the SI). We then compared the Pd as a
function of FAR using either SOFI-based masking or
sum-image-based masking and a range of threshold

values. Lowering the SOFI threshold increased the
FAR while increasing the Pd, i.e. increasing the
detected fraction of ground-truth emitters
(figure 4(D), blue line). In contrast, masking the
SMLM image by setting a threshold on the sum-image
achieved inferior Pd versus FAR curves in comparison
to the SOFI-based approach (figure 4(D), red line).
High detection probability can be achieved by a sum-
image mask, however it undesirably increases the
probability false-alarms. Moreover, the Pd versus FAR
curve for the sum image masking is not monotonous
since the sum-image mask confuses signal pixels with
background pixels (e.g. compare figures S5(B) and
(C)). We conclude that sum-image masking shows
consistently an inferior background-rejection capabil-
ity, in comparison to SOFI-basedmasking.

More appropriate approaches for comparison
with our SOFI-based filtering approach include med-
ian filtering [22] and ‘local density filtering’ (e.g. [25]).
We applied these methods to our data (figure S6). In
our comparison, ‘median filtering’ missed a large

Figure 4.Automatic thresholding for background rejection in simulated SMLMdata. (A)The log-normal histogramof SOFI values
for 3D simulated data. A thresholdwas automatically set based onGaussian fitting of the left-most peak in the histogram.Dashed red
lines indicate the detectedmode of the distribution, but not the applied threshold. (B)The SOFI image of the simulated data. (C)The
SOFI image of the simulated data after automatic thresholding of SOFI values. (D)Analyses of background rejection represented as
the detection probability (Pd) vs the false alarm ratio (FAR) for the simulated and automatically filtered data in panels A-C and figures
S5(D)–(F) (SOFI based filtering in blue, sum image basedfiltering in red).
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fraction of signal for PALM (figure S6(B), top) and left
much of the background for dSTORM (figure S6(B),
middle). It also left some background in the simulated
data, but identified aggregates well (figure S6(B), bot-
tom). A notable difference between this approach and
ours includes an assumption of imaging sparse emit-
ters by ‘median filtering’, which is not needed by our
approach. The ‘local density filtering’ approach nicely
reduced background for PALM (figure S6(C), top) and
dSTORM (figure S6(C), middle)with some loss of sig-
nal. For the simulated data, it showed robust detection
of filaments and aggregates, but failed to ignore out-
of-focus background, which resulted in thickermicro-
tubules and thus, a significant loss in resolution (figure
S6(C), bottom). Also, local density filtering requires a
density-dependent threshold that is not needed in our
approach. It is thus optimal for rejecting isolated
detections as a common source of background. This
often results in the false rejection of single isolated
emitters in the cell footprint, especially of monomeric
fluorophores. Also, this method cannot readily reject
aggregates outside of the cell footprint, as demon-
strated via our approach (figure S6(C), top). Thus, we
conclude that our SOFI-based approach for back-
ground rejection is conceptually different than pre-
vious algorithms and that it naturally captures
differences between background and fluorophores,
and betweenmonomers and aggregates.

Importantly, the SOFI-based spatial mask could
be used to significantly accelerate SMLM image recon-
struction, since the computationally demanding task
of peak identification and fitting could now be focused
on a small part of the imaging field. For instance, we
found that SOFI based filtering of simulated SMLM
data (figure 3(D)) that was set for a FAR of 0.8% could
achieve a Pd of 93.3% with a mask size of only 2.6% of
the imaged field. We demonstrate in a later section the
results the SOFI-assisted acceleration of SMLM
reconstruction.

Our SOFI-assisted SMLM was not intendent for
improvement of imaging resolution. Still, the ability of
SOFI to reject common sources of background may
improve the overall ability to resolve continuous fea-
tures in areas where they are obscured by various back-
ground sources. To quantify such possible
improvement, we employed the FRC statistics [26, 27].
This statistics was employed to correlate simulated,
ground-truth emitters placed on microtubule-like
structures (figure S4(A)) to their decoded images via
either SOFI, SMLMor SOFI-assisted SMLM. The FRC
of the SOFI-assisted SMLM approach showed con-
sistently improved resolving capability in comparison
to both SOFI and SMLM (figures S4(B), (C)). A resolu-
tion criterion where the FRC drops to 1/7 was used,
where fc is the cut-off frequency [28]. The spatial reso-
lution is then determined to be f0.5 .c

1-/ The FRC ana-
lysis indicated an average resolution improvement
over the entire image of ∼7±1% by SOFI-assisted

SMLM (at 51 nm), in comparison to SMLM (at 54
nm). In some cases, we note an improvement of>33%
in resolution (e.g. figures S4(B), (C); Resolution of 40.5
nm for SOFI-assisted SMLM versus 52 mn for
SMLM). As expected, these cases occur at the edges of
the SOFI mask where an edge of a continuous feature
is detected. Thus, SOFI-assisted SMLM may have a
modest, yet significant, enhancement to SMLM
resolution.

Cross-correlation of signal between pixels or
Fourier-interpolation has been introduced to SOFI
reconstruction for enhancing its resolution [29, 30].
As expected, applying such interpolation to the 3D
simulated data (figure 4(B)) during the creation of our
SOFI masks resulted in tighter and more optimal
mask. This mask had only 60% of the areal size of the
regular SOFI-based mask (figure S5(J)). Although we
typically did not apply cross-correlation SOFI in our
study, it can be readily combined with our approach
and result in tighter, and more optimal SOFI-based
masks.

Dynamic optimization of SMLM
reconstruction

We next applied our SOFI-assisted SMLM image
reconstruction to experimental data, acquired by
PALM (figures 5(A)–(C)) and dSTORM (figures 5(D)–
(F)). In both cases we found that automatic SOFI-
based thresholding and detection showed efficient
background rejection that could not be obtained by
sum-image based thresholding (figures S5(D)–(J), and
as shown earlier for the simulated data in figures
S5(A)–(C)). So far, we have presented results for fixed
cells. In order to employ our technique of SOFI-
assisted background rejection to SMLM of live cells,
we first needed to evaluate the speed by which the
SOFI mask converges. For that, we first calculated the
Pd of a SOFI mask that was dynamically updated
during image acquisition of simulated 3D data
(figure 6(A); simulated data shown in figure 4(B)). The
SOFImask was updated using a threshold for allowing
a constant fraction (5%) of background pixels of the
SOFI histogram. The SOFI mask was calculated for a
sliding time window of 100 frames with time steps of
40 frames (as in figure 4(A); for a detailed discussion
see SI-1.7.4). We found that the SOFI mask converged
quickly relative to the movie length, jumping from a
Pd value of ∼0.55 to ∼0.87 within 80 frames, and
saturating at ∼0.93 after 200 frames. Thus, we
conclude that using SOFI mask over 100 frames
around each time point could provide an efficient way
of background rejection in live cell SMLM. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we
employed a dynamic mask, calculated every 100
frames, to PALM images of a representative live T-cell
expressing TCRζ-Dronpa and spread on an αCD11a-
coated coverslip. The sequences of original and SOFI-
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filtered PALM images are shown in figure 6(B) and
supplemental movie M1, demonstrating efficient
background rejection by the dynamic SOFI masking,
even when significant spatial-temporal dynamics
appears in the data. The fastest dynamics that can be
achieved by our technique is limited by the number of
frames per block needed to construct the SMLM image
(approximately 220 frames in figure 6(B)), rather than
the relatively faster SOFI mask calculation (of 100
frames). Notably, SOFI-assisted rejection of back-
ground significantly narrowed the size of features
(compare insets of images in top versus middle row in
figure 6(B) and intensity profiles at the bottom row).

SOFI-assisted SMLMreconstruction
improves optical sectioning

We next demonstrate how SOFI can assist in SMLM
reconstruction under challenging conditions. We

conducted live cell imaging of an immune synapse
formed between a CD8+ T cell and a T2 hybridoma
cell that acts as an antigen presenting cell (APC)
(figure 7, Movie M2). The TCRs on the CD8+ T cells
specifically recognize the NY-ESO-1 peptide that was
first loaded on the APC [31]. Both cells were stained
using a primary antibody against CD45, while the
secondary staining used two different labels (Alexa488
or Alexa647) for highlighting the different cells. This
system is challenging for imaging using either diffrac-
tion-limited (figure 7(B)) or SMLM (figure 7(C))
microscopy, as some features that facilitate the contact
(here lamellae as an example) are overwhelmed by the
background from molecules at the PM, out-of-focus
light and cell auto-fluorescence. Here, SOFI filtering
allows for efficient background rejection (mostly out-
of-focus light) and the identification of faint lamellae
that mediate the inter-cellular contact (figure 7(D)) at
a plane∼5μmabove the coverslip.

Figure 5.Efficient filtering of SMLMdetections using SOFI. (A)The histograms of SOFI log-values for PALM imaging of a
representative T cell expressingDronpa-actin. A threshold of SOFI valuewas automatically set based onGaussianfitting of the left-
most peak in the histograms. This threshold formed a spatialmask that excluded all SMLM localizations that werewithin pixels of
SOFI values lower than the threshold, while allowing a 5%background fraction to ‘leak’ into the image. (B)The SOFI image of the cell.
(C)The filtered SOFI image of the cell. (D)The histograms of SOFI log-values for dSTORM imaging of a representative T cell stained
forαpZAP70. A thresholdwas automatically set based onGaussian fitting of the left-most peak in the histograms, as explained for
panel A of thisfigure. (E)The SOFI image of the cell. (F)The filtered SOFI image of the cell. Dashed red lines in panels A and F indicate
the detectedmode of the distribution, but not the applied threshold.
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SOFI enables density-dependent SMLM
reconstruction and reconstruction speedup

We further show the ability of SOFI to quickly
identify areas of highmolecular density in simulated
data using Dronpa statistics (compare figures 8(A)
and (B)) [32]. We note that multiple factors can

affect the capability of SOFI to correctly assess the
density level of emitters in each pixel, including
their local blinking behaviour and their quadratic
dependence of emitter brightness. These factors lead
to the broadening of the correlation (i.e. of the
scatter plot in figure 8(C)) between SOFI values and
the local density of emitters.

Figure 6. SOFI-assisted SMLM image reconstruction of live cell imaging. (A)The probability of detection of a SOFImask that is
dynamically updated during image acquisition of simulated 3Ddata (shown in figure 4(B)). The SOFImaskwas calculated for a sliding
window of 100 frameswith time steps of 40 frames. The SOFI value threshold for themaskwas defined for allowing 5%background
fractions (as in figure 4(A); see further details in theMaterials andMethods). (B)Unfiltered (top row) and SOFI-assisted filtered
(middle row)PALM images of a representative T-cell expressing TCRζ-Dronpa and spread on anαCD11a-coated coverslip. Presented
images show the build-up of higher resolution images over the acquisition time of 50 frames/s (10ms exposure time). Insets show
zoomed regions where out-of-focus background broadens the cell features in the unfiltered images. Intensity profiles of features in the
insets (black angled lines in the insets) are shown in the bottom row. Bars—5μm (full image) and 0.5μm (insets). Colour bars for top
row images (left to right)—0 to 16592, 4463, or 30984 localizations/μm2.Colour bars formiddle row images (left to right)—0 to 5554,
3311, or 3485 localizations/μm2. Each image in the time series is the sumof 100 single frames analysed by ThunderSTORMand SOFI
filtered as described above for live cells.
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The ability of SOFI to locally asses the emitter den-
sity can be utilized to focus the computationally
demanding effort of multiple peak fitting in SMLM
reconstruction to areas of high emitter density. Single
peak fitting is then performed outside of these regions
where the emitter density is low.

We further show for simulated 3D data with high
background (figures 8(D) and (E)) that multiple peak

fitting to the whole image for SMLM reconstruction
grows exponentially in computation time (figure 8(F);
see section 1.7.6 in the SI for further details). The ratio
between the computation time of single emitter fitting
to six emitter fitting is 33 3. The focusing of multi-
ple peak fitting only to regions of high molecular den-
sities reduces the computation time by a factor given
by the following relations:

Figure 7. SOFI-assisted optical-sectioning and SMLM image reconstruction of an immune synapse. Representative images of an
immune synapse between live cell conjugates of a CD8+T cell (in green) and aT2 (in red) that acts as an antigen presenting cell (APC).
The TCRs on the CD8+T cells recognize theNY-ESO-1 peptide that was loaded on theAPC first (N=14). Both cells were stained
using a primary antibody against CD45, while the secondary staining used two different labels (Alexa488 orAlexa647) for highlighting
the different cells. (A)The bright-field image. (B)The sum-intensity image. (C)The SMLMreconstructed image. (D)The SMLM
reconstructed image after SOFI-assistedfiltering. Zoom images in B-D show a region of interest where a lamellae (in green)mediate
the inter-cellular contact. The interface between the cells ismarked by a dottedwhite line. An open arrow in panel C indicates the
lamellae,masked by background detections fromout-of-focus light. Afilled arrow in panel D indicates the lamellae after background
removal by SOFI-assisted filtering. Bars –2μm (full images) and 500 nm (insets).
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Figure8. SOFI-assisted speedupof SMLMimage reconstructionwithmultiple peakfitting. (A)Sum imageof 2D simulateddatawithout
noise of single emitters (green) and aggregates (red). (B)Density separationmasks (data ofA)of low (white) andhigh (orange)density areas.
Purple arrows in zoomregions of panelsA andB indicate highdensity features (aggregates andmicrotubule crossings) that are correctly
detectedby thedensity separationmask. (C)Thenumberof emitters per pixel per frameversus the pixel SOFI value. Pixelswith lowdensity
of<1 emitters/pixel/frame are shown inblue andpixelswithhighdensity of emitters of>1 emitters/pixel/frame are shown inorange.
(D)Sum imageof 3D simulated ground truthwithoutnoise. (E)Density separationmasks (data ofD)of low (white) andhigh (orange)
density areas. (F)TheSMLMreconstruction timeof thedata usingdifferentmaximal numberoffitted emitters per region in
ThunderSTORM (see SI-1.7, 1.7.6 for further details). (G)The reconstructed SMLMimageof the cell using single peakfitting. (H)The
reconstructed SMLMimageof the cell using 6peakfitting. (I)The reconstructed SMLMimageof the cell using 6peakfitting in thehigh
density regions in red (orange regions inpanel E) and single peakfitting in lowdensity areas regions (in green;white regions inpanel E). Bars
–5μm (full image) and500nm (insets). Purple arrows in zoomregionsof panelsD,G,H indicate highdensity features that aremissedby
single-emitterfitting (panelG)but correctly detectedby6 emitterfitting (comparepanelsD,H).
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Where T T,1 6 are the times of single and six emitter
fitting, A A,HD LD are the areas of high and lowdensity
of molecules where the fitting is performed. We show
that our approach results in efficient identification of
single emitters in high-density regions using minimal
computation time (compare the images shown in
figures 8(G)–(I)).

Discussion

SMLM and SOFI can both work with wide-field
imaging configuration and use the reversible blinking
of fluorophores for generating super-resolved images.
Still, these two imaging methods differ in their
reconstruction process of features of interest. SOFI
collects values of intensity cumulants as an input.
These values originate from both signal and back-
ground in each pixel. In contrast, SMLM collects the
intensity of sparse fluorophores. Over time, detected
emitters are collected to reconstruct features of inter-
est. Importantly, during this process, background can
be collected as false detections, from each pixel across
the object of interest. To compare the two methods,
we introduced a measure dubbed ‘acquired SNR’
(ASNR). SOFI shows 10 to 100 fold better ASNRvalues
when compared to SMLM. Thus, ASNR, by its
construction, highlights the faster acquisition rate and
possible reconstruction speed of SOFI in comparison
to SMLM.

In addition, for static features, ASNR allowed us to
optimize the time-lags used in correlation calculations
to optimize the SOFI reconstruction, and for dynamic
features, ASNR further allowed us to identify optimal
time lag for SOFI reconstruction to achieve desired
temporal resolution. Importantly, this approach can
be used in future studies to optimize SOFI reconstruc-
tion. Thus, it may become especially important under
stringent experimental conditions such as live-cell
imaging, using dim emitters, 3D imaging etc.

We are not aware of similar time-lag optimization
of SOFI reconstruction in previous studies, which
always used 0t = (e.g. [8, 9, 19]). Deschout et al [19]
optimized the time-dependence of SOFI versus PALM
reconstruction for live cell imaging. They found that
PALM becomes favourable over SOFI after imaging
times of 1000–2000 frames, while at shorter times,
SOFI is favourable. Thus, they recommend to display a
hybrid image of SOFI and PALM at short acquisition
times. However, the SNR statistics used in their study
was calculated from the final image (Step 3 in
figure 2(A)). Such statistics highly depend on sub-
jective thresholding and may substantially vary
between imaging conditions, fluorophores and

reconstruction approaches. In contrast, our analyses
show that SOFI has a significantly higher ASNR than
SMLM, and hence can detect relatively faster move-
ments of features within the resolution limit of SOFI.
Namely, the detection of smaller features would bene-
fit from the enhanced resolution of SMLM, but will be
limited by the lower resolution of SOFI. Notably,
ASNR statistics does not operate on the processed sig-
nal and related background (step 2 in figure 2(A)) and
does not rely on non-linear thresholding of the
background.

Next, we performed SOFI and SMLM image
reconstructions on the same data-sets and compared
SOFI values (2nd order auto-correlation) and the out-
put parameters from SMLM [13]. We identified that
SOFI values were largely uncorrelated (and thus com-
plementary) to SMLM output parameters, and, and
that it provided an effective background rejection cap-
ability. These properties offer the opportunity to com-
bine SMLM with SOFI image reconstruction for
optimized SMLM performance. Benefits of SOFI-
assisted SMLM image reconstruction include: efficient
background rejection and optical sectioning with
automatic thresholding, isolation of emitter sub-
populations, and acceleration of SMLM image recon-
struction. In contrary to earlier studies that focused on
the comparison of SOFI and SMLM [9, 19] and their
separate reconstruction and alternating rendering
during an imaging sequence [19], our approach
emphasizes on the integration of SRM imaging techni-
queswith the resultant benefits.

To demonstrate the applicability of our approach,
we applied it to both PALM and dSTORM exper-
imental data. For that, we imaged fixed and live Jurkat
T cells and the immune synapse between CD8+ T cells
with APCs. SOFI and dSTORM have been previously
compared under various fluorophores blinking statis-
tics [9] and SMLM was compared under different
labelling density conditions [21]. Thus, our integrated
reconstruction approachwas applied to various PALM
and dSTORM labels of multiple target proteins. In our
study, we also developed a realistic simulator for wide-
field fluorescence imaging to critically evaluate the
performance of our approach and to develop auto-
matic SOFI-based thresholding for SMLM (given a
user-defined Pfa threshold). Our algorithms and simu-
lations are available online (see links in the Materials
andMethods below and in SI-2.1).

The contribution of our combination of SMLM and
SOFI can be separated into different region of an image,
containing either background alone or signal and back-
ground (e.g. figure 2(B)). In areas where there is only
background, the SOFImask efficiently rejects false locali-
zations that would otherwise take computational resour-
ces (e.g. time) for detection and analysis. In areas that
contain signals of interest (e.g. cell footprints), the mask
is limited by SOFI resolution. Thus, we expect (and
observe) that the background-induced smearing of
SMLM features would shrink by a factor that is limited
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by the SOFI resolution (following the 2 reduction of
the PSF radius by nd2 order SOFI). Importantly, tighter
andmore optimal masks can be generated by enhancing
SOFI resolution, e.g. via higher-order SOFI reconstruc-
tion or by using SOFI interpolation, as demonstrated
here (figure S5(J)).More generally, ourfiltering approach
differs conceptually fromprevious approaches as it natu-
rally distinguishes between signal and background emit-
ters. In comparison to two published algorithms, namely
median filtering [22] and local-density filtering [25], it
showed a more robust rejection of diffused and aggre-
gated background outside the cell footprint, and of out-
of-focus backgroundwithin this footprint (figure S6).

Both high-order SOFI and SMLM image recon-
structions are computationally expensive. Indeed,
high-order SOFI reconstruction may provide tighter
and more optimal masks, yet it requires more frames
for reconstruction relative to 2nd order SOFI. The
availability of the required frame number for recon-
struction may become problematic in live cell ima-
ging. Nevertheless, the computationally inexpensive
2nd order SOFI is already sufficient for efficient back-
ground rejection. We also demonstrated how the fast
identification of regions of high molecular density by
SOFI [32] can be employed to focus demanding com-
putational effort of multiple peak fitting to dramati-
cally reduce SMLM reconstruction time, while
preserving optimal performance of peak identifica-
tion. With further improvements in computer hard-
ware, the development and implementation of more
optimal and cost-effective SMLM and SOFI algo-
rithms and their possible implementation in hardware
(such as graphical processing units, GPUs) will facil-
itate faster and possibly even real-time image recon-
struction of the SOFI-assisted SMLM technique [33].

The lack of correlation between SOFI values and
SMLM output parameters indicates a more general
aspect of image acquisition. It demonstrates that every
imaging technique is only an estimated version of the
true data and carries with it its own set of characteristics
artefacts. For instance, the detection of SMLMpeaks and
their fitting with Gaussians introduce errors and arte-
facts. SOFI image reconstruction requires a different set
of information (intensity fluctuations) and considera-
tions. Thus, the artefacts generated by either technique
can be compensated for (and possibly corrected) by tra-
cing back the loss or distortion of information by each
technique. Synergic combinations of different imaging
reconstruction approaches have been demonstrated
before [34]. Our approach is a specific example for the
synergetic combination of additional SRM and diffrac-
tion-limited imaging techniques.

Our approach for combining SMLM and SOFI
may be expanded in the future. For instance, it can
enable the usage of variable PSF parameters, back-
ground estimators and local threshold criteria for peak
detection in cases of uneven illumination or highly
varying background in space and time. Also, the ability
of SOFI to assess local emitter density may be used to

automatically diagnose regions containing fitting arte-
facts in single emitter fitted SMLMdata.

In conclusion, the merging of the techniques
described herein improves SMLM image reconstruc-
tion, and provides tools for the evaluation, compar-
ison and synergistic combination of SOFI and SMLM.
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